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�� Pre�Calibration Data Processing

A set of six software programs� or �facilities�� convert the FIRAS data from raw

telemetered data from the COBE satellite to averaged groups of interferograms� or

�coadds�� that can be Fourier transformed into spectra and calibrated� These facilities are�

in order of their use� NFS 	iNgest FIRAS Stripper
� FPP 	FIRAS Pre Processor
� FDQ

	FIRAS Data Qualify
� FEC 	FIRAS Extract Calibration
� FSS 	FIRAS Sort Sky
� and

FIL 	FIRAS Interferogram coaddition Long spectra
� This section describes these facilities

and the delivered FIRAS data sets which they produce� A detailed description of this

FIRAS data processing �pipeline� has been given by Read et al� 	����
� and is included as

Appendix E�

Note that in the following discussion� each �science record� contains one interferogram� or

�IFG�� together with associated information�

���� Ingest

Data from the COBE satellite were sent in a telemetry stream to ground stations and

received at Goddard Space Flight Center� The FIRAS data were separated from other data

in the telemetry stream by the FIRAS stripper� NFS� which produced ten data sets� one

called NFS HKP� the housekeeping data� one called NFS ANC� the ancillary data� four

called NFS EMF xx� the engineering mode timing data� and four called NFS SDF xx� the

science data� including the IFGs� For the latter two data sets� the �xx� indicates one of the

four instrument channels� LH� LL� RH� or RL�

Of these data sets� the data delivery includes the housekeeping� ancillary� and engineering

mode timing data� The NFS SDF data sets are further processed by FPP and FDQ� and

so are not part of the delivery�

The housekeeping data� NFS HKP� consist of timeordered records each storing the

engineering status of the FIRAS instrument� including the microprocessor and other status

words� temperatures at various locations in the instrument and electronics� the Internal

Power Distribution Unit voltages and currents� and other miscellaneous engineering

quantities� 	The cryogenic temperatures were taken by a set of Germanium Resistance

Thermometers� or GRTs
� These data are in unconverted telemetry counts� They are

stripped from the COBE telemetry stream in pairs of major frames� and are not

synchronized with the science data� The time of the �rst major frame is in the header

section of the record and the time of the second major frame appears at the end of the

record�
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The raw ancillary data� NFS ANC� consist of timeordered records each containing the pair

of telemetry major frames corresponding to the raw housekeeping data� For each major

frame� the record contains ��� minor frames of status bits packed into one byte per minor

frame� The status bits are the MTM scan direction bit� the external calibrator status bit�

the MTM scan length� the MTM scan speed� and four microprocessor data ready bits�

The engineering mode timing data� NFS EMF� consist of timeordered records of Mirror

Transport Mechanism timing information� These data provide a direct measurement of the

time between MTM samples� For each channel� the �ight microprocessors output the

elapsed time between samples for one MTM sweep into a ���point� �bit array� The time

elapsed between sample pulses is computed in microseconds as follows�

time � �� � 	���� � counts
 	�


where counts is the timing data� Engineering mode timing data were taken early in the

mission during the postlaunch spacecraft checkout and late in the mission during

postcryogen depletion engineering tests� Analyses of these data yielded the MTM

sampling rates discussed in Section �� Fourier analysis of the data yielded the frequencies

of the coherent vibrations discussed in Sections � and ��

The NFS HKP� NFS ANC� and NFS EMF data sets are released in their native VAX

binary �le formats� the record structures for which are given in Appendix H� The �lename

extensions of these �les 	e�g�� ED ���������
 incorporate the timetag of the earliest data

record contained in the �les� using the format YYDDDHHMM�

���� Quality Checking

FPP and FDQ are the next two facilities in the FIRAS data processing pipeline�

The FPP facility has two main functions� to calculate the midpoint of each IFG�s

collection time� which is used to determine the appropriate spacecraft attitude solution for

the IFG� and to perform checks on the quality of the data� To calculate the midpoint of

collect time� FPP uses the data transmit time in the science record to extract the mirror

transport mechanism 	MTM
 scan speed and stroke length from the corresponding

engineering and status records� The onboard microprocessors for each detector channel

telemeter �� header words of information with every IFG collected� Several of these header

words contain counters for the start of the IFG collection and the start of IFG transmission

to the telemetry stream� FPP extracts the MTM synchronization �ag and the number of

sweeps that are averaged together to produce the IFG from the header� It uses these MTM

data� the counters� and the actual transmit time for the IFG record to compute the
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midpoint of the collection time� If there are any anomalies in the values used in the time

computation� the IFG science record is �agged as being of bad quality� The IFG is also

�agged if there are telemetry data gaps or bad telemetry quality during its collection�

Finally� FPP checks the values of the MTM scan speed� MTM stroke length� and the

detector gain over the IFG collection time� If these values are not constant� the IFG is

�agged� Any record �agged by FPP is not used in further pipeline processing�

Table ��� gives the number of science records collected by the FIRAS instrument in each of

the four channels over the entire �� month COBE mission� and gives the number failed by

FPP� The data are divided into three groups according to the position of the external

calibrator 	XCAL
� Calibration data records have the XCAL in the sky horn� while sky

data records occur when the XCAL is in its stowed position and the FIRAS instrument is

looking at the sky� Some data were collected while the XCAL was in transit between the

sky horn and its stowed position� these records are not used� Also� a special data mode

called �fakeit� was used for about ��� of the records to conduct a variety of engineering

tests� these records are also not used in further processing�

Table ���� FIRAS Facility FPP

Channel LH LL RH RL All

Total Science Records ������ ������ ������ ������ �������

Records Failed by FPP ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

Fakeit Records ����� ����� ����� ����� ������

XCAL Transit ��� ��� ��� ��� ����

Records Eliminated Before FDQ ����� ����� ����� ����� ������

Cal Records Passed by FPP ����� ����� ����� ����� ������

Sky Records Passed by FPP ������ ������ ������ ������ �������

The FDQ facility has three main tasks� to continue the data quality checking begun by

FPP� to associate the science records with appropriate engineering data 	such as

temperatures� voltages� and currents
� and to determine the spacecraft attitude solution

	and thus� a pixel number
 for each IFG�

FDQ checks the microprocessor� engineering� status� and attitude quantities associated

with each IFG� and sets quality �ags for the records appropriately� Most of the data

quality checks are for engineering quantities� but very few records failed any of these during

the mission� The principal failures are for the microprocessor status word� saturated

sample counts� elevated glitch rates� and attitude�
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The microprocessor status word contains �� bit �ags which indicate errors or anomalies

detected by onboard programs during the collection of IFGs� These errors include

deglitcher math over�ow� command overrun� data bu�er clear error� sync and ADC pulse

timeouts� illegal instruction fetch� sync errors� ADC bu�er overrun� sample add and

divide over�ows� group coadd over�ow� and group divide over�ow� If any of these bits are

set� FDQ gives the IFG a bad quality �ag� The saturated sample count is de�ned as the

number of ADC samples greater than or equal to ��� of the maximum ADC range� If this

count is too high� the IFG is also failed� Data collection by the FIRAS instrument is

a�ected by cosmic ray hits on the detectors� or �glitches�� A glitch rate is computed for

each IFG from a telemetry data word containing the glitch count for the IFG� A glitch rate

that is too high causes FDQ to fail the IFG�

FDQ also assigns bad data quality to science records based on attitude quantities� If no

attitude solution is available for a particular IFG� that record is failed� It is also failed if

the attitude is such that the IFG might have been e�ected by emission from the Sun� the

Moon� or the Earth limb� Because the attitude had no demonstrable e�ect on data taken

when the XCAL was in the sky horn� calibration IFGs are not checked for attitude failures�

Table ��� gives the number of calibration and sky data records failed by FDQ for each of

these reasons�

Table ���� FIRAS Facility FDQ

Channel LH LL RH RL All

Saturated Sample Count ���� ���� ���� ���� �����

Microprocessor Status Word ��� ��� ��� ��� ����

Glitch Rate ��� ��� ��� ��� ����

Cal Records Failed by FDQ ���� ���� ���� ���� �����

Cal Records Passed by FDQ ����� ����� ����� ����� ������

Saturated Sample Count ����� ����� ����� ����� ������

Microprocessor Status Word ���� ���� ���� ���� �����

Glitch Rate ���� ���� ���� ���� �����

Sun� Moon� or Earth Limb ���� ���� ���� ���� �����

No Attitude Solution ��� ��� ��� ��� ����

Sky Records Failed by FDQ ����� ����� ����� ����� ������

Sky Records Passed by FDQ ������ ������ ������ ������ �������

FDQ produces �ve data sets� FDQ SDF xx� which contain the IFGs and the associated
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attitude information� and where �xx� is one of the instrument channels LH� LL� RH� or

RL� and FDQ ENG� which contains the engineering data�

The timeordered FDQ SDF records are created from the IFGs collected by the onboard

microprocessors and from spacecraft attitude information corresponding to the midpoint of

collect time of the IFGs� The engineering data� FDQ ENG� consist of timeordered records

each storing the engineering status of the FIRAS instrument at a particular time� The

status includes the microprocessor status words� temperatures� voltages� and currents�

Both FDQ SDF and FDQ ENG records are stored in �les each containing one day of

FIRAS data�

Because the science and engineering data are collected asynchronously in order to avoid

coherent crosstalk� FDQ must properly link them together� To do so� the science IFG

records are grouped according to the proximity of the midpoint collection times� Each such

group may have from one to four science records� up to one from each of the four channels�

The two housekeeping major frames whose times bracket the average time of the science

record group are found� FDQ converts the data in these housekeeping records from

microprocessor counts to physical units� and then interpolates them to determine values for

each engineering quantity at the average science record group time� This time is assigned

to the new FDQ ENG engineering record� and is also put into each of the FDQ SDF

science records in the group� The science record times are put into the engineering record�

so that the science and engineering data are doubly crossindexed�

The FDQ SDF xx and FDQ ENG data sets are released in their native VAX binary �le

formats� the record structures for which are given in Appendix H� As with the NFS data�

the �lename extensions of these �les 	e�g�� ED ���������
 use the format

YYDDDHHMM� however� because the FDQ �les each contain one day�s worth of data�

the hour and minute are always zero�

���� Sorting

At this stage of the FIRAS pipeline� the calibration data and sky data are separated and

processed independently� The FEC 	for calibration data
 and FSS 	for sky data
 facilities

perform two functions� to sort the individual IFGs into ensembles for coaddition� and to

provide further checks for data that are unsuitable for further use�

During the FIRAS mission� there were �� intervals of typically two to three days duration

when calibration data were taken 	Table ���
� During calibrations� series of timeordered

IFGs were obtained� these series were separated either by� a change in the commanded
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temperature for at least one of the four temperaturecontrollable bodies 	the external

calibrator 	XCAL
� the internal calibrator 	ICAL
� the sky horn� or the reference horn
� or

by a change in the commanded detector bias voltage� Each such series constitutes a

coaddable group of calibration IFG records� The averages of the temperatures of the four

controllable bodies are computed for each series� An IFG within the series is removed from

the ensemble if the temperatures of any of the four controllable bodies associated with that

IFG di�er from the average for the series by more than a speci�ed tolerance� IFGs with

deviant temperatures are classi�ed as unstable and are removed from further pipeline

processing� Many di�erent sets of speci�ed tolerances were used for the calibration data� as

an example� the set used for the time range ��������� to ��������� was� XCAL ����

ICAL ����� sky horn ���� and reference horn �����

Most of the calibration records which fail stability tests are at the beginning of a series�

because a controllable body which has just experienced a commanded temperature change

requires a �nite time to relax to its new state� The other major cause of stability failure

occurred following unplanned transient heatings of the sky horn by the bright earth limb

near the end of the eclipse season� when horn temperatures were ��� K� The calibration

data were screened to avoid these events� Some records were unstable because of transients

which occurred during the initial �ve minutes or so of a series de�ned by a change in

commanded bolometer bias voltage�

Each coaddable group of IFGs which pass the stability tests is subdivided if there is a

change in MTM scan mode and further subdivided if there is a change in science gain�

Groups containing more than ��� IFGs are divided into smaller groups of approximately

equal size� The number of segments is chosen to maximize the size of the subgroups� For

example� a coadd group containing ��� IFGs would be divided into seven timeordered

groups of ��� IFGs each� a coadd group containing ��� IFGs would be divided into four

groups containing �� IFGs each� etc�

Table ��� gives the number of calibration IFGs failed and passed by FEC� as well as the

number of coadd groups the facility created�

Table ���� FIRAS Facility FEC

Channel LH LL RH RL All

Cal Records Failed by FEC ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

Cal Records Passed by FEC ����� ����� ����� ����� ������

Cal Coadd Groups Passed by FEC ��� ��� ��� ��� ����
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To allow the FSS facility to form coaddable groups of sky IFGs� the FDQ data are

separated into �� mission time periods according to various events and changes in the

instrument state� The time ranges and descriptions of the mission periods are given in

Table ����

Table ���� FIRAS Mission Periods

Start Time Stop Time Description of Interval

��������� ��������� First light

��������� ��������� First ICAL nulling

��������� ��������� MTM uses position mode through SAA

��������� ��������� Horns commanded from ���� K to ���� K

��������� ��������� MTM uses power o� through SAA

��������� ��������� Eclipse season starts

��������� ��������� Horns commanded to � K

��������� ��������� Horns commanded to � K

��������� ��������� Sky horn calibration� XCAL out

��������� ��������� Horns commanded to �nal temperature

��������� ��������� XCAL placed under temperature control

FSS is run on each mission period in turn� for all four channels� It �rst checks the sky IFG

records for the following conditions� rejecting those which do not qualify� a solar aspect

angle greater than ����� � an earth limb aspect angle greater than ��� � a lunar aspect angle

greater than ��� � an ICAL temperature within � mK of one of several speci�ed

temperatures� a dihedral temperature less than or equal to ��� K� and a science mode of

four 	the standard operating science mode
�

Table ��� gives the number of sky IFGs passed and failed by FSS� as well as the number of

coadd groups it creates for each of the four channels�

FSS then sorts the acceptable sky IFG records into coaddable groups� It �rst sorts by pixel

number 	location on the sky
� then by MTM scan mode 	one of SS� SF� LS� or LF
� then

by ICAL temperature 	within � mK of the speci�ed ICAL temperatures� thus forming

�bins�
� and� �nally� by several ranges of dihedral temperatures� Coadd groups of more

than ��� IFGs are subdivided into smaller sized subgroups in the same way as calibration

coadds are subdivided� Table ��� gives the ICAL temperatures 	forming the center of the

�bins�
 and the dihedral temperature ranges for each of the �� mission periods�

Once the coadd groups have been formed� FSS forms additional groups of �neighbor� IFGs�
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Table ���� FIRAS Facility FSS

Channel LH LL RH RL All

Earth Limb Angle ����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

Wrong ICAL Temperature ���� ���� ���� ���� �����

Sun Angle ����� ���� ���� ���� ���� �����

Wrong Science Mode ��� ��� ��� ��� ����

Dihedral Temperature ���� ��� ��� ��� ��� ����

Sky Records Failed by FSS ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

Sky Records Passed by FSS ������ ������ ������ ������ �������

Sky Coadd Groups Passed by FSS ����� ����� ����� ����� ������

Table ���� FIRAS Facility FSS Temperatures

Start Time Stop Time ICAL Temperatures Dihedral Temperatures

��������� ��������� ����� ����������������������������

��������� ��������� ����������������� ����������������������������

��������� ��������� ����������� ����������������������������

��������� ��������� ����������� ����������������������������

��������� ��������� ����������� ����������������������������

��������� ��������� ����������� ���������������������������

��������� ��������� ������������������ ����������������������������

��������� ��������� ����������������� ����������������������������

��������� ��������� ����������� ����������������������������

��������� ��������� ����������� ���������������������������

��������� ��������� ����������� ���������������������������
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For each coadd group� FSS �nds sky IFG records with the same MTM scan mode� ICAL

temperature within the same bin� and dihedral temperature within the same range from the

eight surrounding� or �neighboring� pixels� It then computes the mean Galactic latitude of

the original coadd group� and orders the neighbor IFGs by increasing absolute values of the

di�erence between the Galactic latitude of each neighbor record and this mean�

Unlike calibration data� IFGs in sky coadd groups are not tested for XCAL� sky horn� or

reference horn temperature stability� Analysis has shown that variations in the XCAL

temperature do not have a detectable e�ect on the calibrated spectra� Because the Mission

Periods are de�ned so that the horn temperatures do not vary greatly within them� no sky

coadd contains records with greatly di�erent horn temperatures� Horn temperature

di�erences between coadds with the same sky pixel number obtained in di�erent Mission

Periods are accounted for by the calibration model 	Section �
� Residual postcalibration

e�ects are corrected by destriping 	Section �
�

The FEC SSCAL xx and FSS SSSKY xx records� which are the FEC and FSS products

and where �xx� denotes one of the channels LH� LL� RH� or RL� are released in their

native VAX binary �le formats� the record structures for which are given in Appendix H�

The �lename extensions of these �les 	e�g�� ED ������� �������
 incorporate the timetags

of the earliest and latest data records contained in the �les� using the format YYDDDHH�

These �les do not contain any science or engineering data� Instead� they are index �les

that refer back to the FDQ SDF and FDQ ENG �les�

���� Coaddition

The FIL facility coadds the IFGs by performing the following functions� reading the data�

checking the data for quality and instrument state consistency within each coadd group�

creating and subtracting primary and� possibly� secondary templates� removing the e�ects

of cosmic ray hits on the detectors 	called �deglitching�
� checking the shape of the IFGs

for consistency within each group� coadding the science and engineering data using a

weighting scheme based on glitch rates� creating� as required� �FS� or �FL� scan mode

IFGs from SF or LF scan mode IFGs� and subtracting a baseline from each coadded IFG�

FIL �rst uses the FEC or FSS products to retrieve the FDQ SDF science records

	including the IFGs
 and the FDQ ENG engineering records� Members of the original

coadd group 	excluding neighbors
 are always read� If FIL is operating on sky 	FSS
 data

and if there are fewer than �� IFGs in the original group� then neighbor IFGs are read 	if

they exist
 until a group of �� is formed�
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The neighbor IFGs are not coadded together with the �original� IFGs� Instead� they are

used for the template formation and deglitching process� Analysis shows that a group of at

least three IFGs is needed to form a reliable template� Since many sky data coadd groups

contain only one or two IFGs� the use of neighbors permits the IFGs in these groups to be

included in template formation and deglitching� and thus prevents their loss� 	The coadd

groups of calibration data created by FEC always contain �ve or more IFGs
�

FIL next checks that none of the IFGs in a coadd group were marked as bad by a previous

pipeline facility� and that all of them are in the same instrument mode� Veri�cation of the

instrument mode includes checking that attitude quantities and operating conditions such

as channel� scan mode� science mode� and temperature controller gain status bits are the

same for all IFGs� For engineering quantities such as bolometer voltage� temperatures of

the four controllable bodies� and bolometer temperature� FIL calculates midaverages of the

coadd group� IFGs with measures not within tolerance ranges of these midaverages are

discarded� these tolerances are de�ned in the reference data set FEX CTH�TXT

	Section ���
� Speci�cally� bolometer temperature tolerances are set at the �

�
� level so that

the dispersion in the bias voltage 	which is highly correlated to the bolometer temperature


will be less than ��� while GRT tolerances are chosen to give calibrated �ux changes of

less than �� in the worst case�

If in the course of performing these checks the number of remaining good IFGs 	including

neighbors
 falls to less than three� then the one or two remaining IFGs are considered to be

�too few to coadd�� and are marked as bad�

Following the quality and instrument consistency checks� if the number of remaining good

IFGs including neighbors is less than or equal to eight� then all of them are used in

subsequent processing� If the number of good IFGs excluding neighbors is greater than or

equal to eight� then no neighbor IFGs are needed and all of them are marked as bad� If� on

the other hand� the number of good IFGs including neighbors is greater than eight� then

enough neighbor IFGs are marked as bad to bring the total down to eight� The question of

which neighbors to mark bad is decided as follows� FIL calculates the mean Galactic

latitude of the good IFGs excluding neighbors� If this mean is less than ����� then the

neighbor IFGs with the greatest absolute values of the di�erence of their Galactic latitudes

and the mean are marked bad� If the mean is greater than or equal to ����� then the

neighbor IFGs with the highest glitch rates are marked bad�

In order to normalize data accumulated under di�ering operating conditions� each IFG is

next divided by the realvalued commanded preampli�er gain and the number of onboard

sweeps of the MTM� since the digitized voltages are proportional to these quantities� FIL

also removes the �dither�� a randomly generated value� di�erent for each IFG� which was
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added to each point of the IFG during its collection� It does so by �nding the median value

of each IFG and subtracting it�

A robust mean is then constructed as a template by calculating the pointwise midaverage

of the coadd group� This mean is the average of the middle two quartiles of the coadd

group values at each point� This socalled �primary template� is subtracted from each IFG�

To remove variable signals from gas and dust in the Galactic plane� a �secondary template�

is then calculated from the coadd group of interferograms� The IFGs are temporarily

aligned so that the signal at the zero path di�erence is positive in each case� after this is

done the secondary template is calculated in the same way as was the primary template�

To ensure that secondary templates are removed only when necessary� secondary template

subtraction occurs only if the amplitudes and signaltonoise ratios of both the primary

and secondary templates exceed reference thresholds as speci�ed in the reference data set

FEX CTH�TXT� In that case� suitable multiples of the secondary template are subtracted

from each IFG so that the total of the absolute values of the di�erences between the

individually scaled secondary template and the IFGs is at a minimum for �� points

centered at the zero path di�erence� These secondary template subtraction cuto�s were

deemed necessary because this process was seen to in�uence performance of the deglitching

algorithm 	see below
� the deglitcher removed too few or too many supposed glitches near

the peak of the IFG in some cases if the secondary template was subtracted�

A transient response from the onboard digital �lters is next subtracted from the �rst ���

points of each IFG using a least squares �t� The transient is very small after the �rst few

points�

Next� a pattern recognition algorithm is applied to remove contamination due to glitches

on the detectors� which are the dominant noise source� For each IFG� the deglitching

algorithm uses a robust noise estimator which is the maximum of ���� times the median

absolute value of the IFG and the threshold bit noise� In an iterative process� the largest

value of the ��� points of the templatesubtracted IFG is found� If the absolute value of

the ratio of this value to the IFG noise is greater than ���� a glitch is deemed to exist at

that point� a threepoint parabolic �t is used to determine the �true� peak position of the

glitch� and the glitch pro�le whose peak is closest to the glitch peak is subtracted� 	See

Section ��� for a description of the glitch pro�les
� The height of the pro�le subtracted is

scaled by �� if the ratio above is greater than or equal to ���� and by �� if the ratio is less

than ��� but greater than or equal to ���� The process repeats until all glitches are removed

	that is� no point has a ratio greater than ���
� This technique is based on the CLEAN

algorithm and has been described in detail by Isaacman� Read� and Barnes 	����
� which is
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included in this document as Appendix F�

Following deglitching� �shape consistency checking� is used to reject anomalous IFGs

whose overall shape or noise properties di�er signi�cantly from those of the coadd group as

a whole� The noise 	sigma
 of each IFG is de�ned to be ���� times the median of the

absolute values of the deviations from its median� and the median sigma of the coadd

group is de�ned to be the larger of the median of these numbers and a value denoting a

deviation of one bit� The ratio of each IFG�s sigma to that of the ensemble is calculated�

and IFGs with ratios above or below values of ��� and ��� respectively are considered to

have �high noise� or �low noise�� and are marked as bad� For each remaining IFG� the

ratio of its value at each point to the median sigma is then calculated� it is marked as bad

if more than six points have a ratio greater than six�

Table ��� gives the numbers of calibration and sky IFG records and coadd groups failed for

various reasons� as well as the number of IFG records and coadd groups 	which became

coadded IFGs
 that passed�

FIL now coadds the science and engineering data using a weighting based on the glitch

rates of the IFGs being coadded� Even after being deglitched� the high glitch rate data

have higher noise than the low glitch rate data� This is not surprising since the glitches are

not perfectly determined� the glitch pro�les are not perfect� and there are a large number

of glitches that are too small to be detected by the deglitching algorithm but which still

contribute to the overall noise�

The glitches are essentially delta functions of energy incident on the bolometers� and so

add power at all frequencies� Because of the �ltering of the data and the response of the

bolometers� more of the glitch noise shows up at low frequencies than at high frequencies�

The arrival times of the cosmic rays are not correlated with the phase of the FIRAS scans�

and so do not bias the data in any way� The glitches add only noise� Furthermore� because

the FIRAS pipeline handles calibration data the same way that it handles sky data� any

bias introduced to the data by the deglitching algorithm occurs in both the sky and

calibration data� and consequently is removed during calibration�

Since the high glitch rate data have a higher noise� these data are deweighted with respect

to the low glitch rate data� Once the coadded IFGs were converted to spectra and

calibrated� an average variance per frequency sample for each spectrum could be computed�

hvar	i
i
�
�

nifgs	i


nfreq

nfreqX
���

�
variance	�� i


D	�
�

�
	�


where nifgs	i
 is the number of IFGs in spectrum i and nfreq is the number of frequency

points in the spectrum� The D is from a previous calibration 	Section �����
� These
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Table ���� Records failed and passed in the FIRAS Facility FIL�

Channel LH LL RH RL All

Bolometer Temperature ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Bolometer Voltage ��� ��� ��� ��� ����

Noise Too High ��� ��� ��� ��� ����

Mismatched Science Mode ��� ��� ��� ��� ���

All Other Failure Reasons �� ��� ��� ��� ���

Cal Records Failed by FIL ���� ���� ���� ���� �����

Cal Coadds Failed by FIL �� �� � � ��

Cal Records Coadded by FIL ����� ����� ����� ����� ������

Cal Coadds Produced by FIL ��� ��� ��� ��� ����

Bolometer Temperature ����� ����� ����� ����� ������

Sky Horn Temperature ����� ����� ����� ����� �����

Bolometer Voltage ����� ���� ����� ���� �����

Reference Horn Temperature ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Too Few to Coadd ���� ���� ���� ���� �����

Temp Cont Gain Status Bits ���� ���� ���� ���� �����

Noise Too High ���� ���� ���� ���� �����

All Other Failure Reasons ��� ��� ��� ��� ����

Sky Records Failed by FIL ����� ����� ����� ����� ������

Sky Coadds Failed by FIL ���� ���� ���� ���� �����

Sky Records Coadded by FIL ������ ������ ������ ������ �������

Sky Coadds Produced by FIL ����� ����� ����� ����� ������
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average variances were then modeled as a linear function of the glitch rate�

hvar	i
i� � slope � glitch rate	i
 � intercept 	�


The results of this modeling are given in Table ����

Table ���� Dependence of Variance on Glitch Rate

Scan Mode Slope Error Intercept Error

LHSS ������ ������ ������ ������

LHSF ������ ������ ������ ������

LHLF ������ ������ ������ ������

LLSS ������ ������ ������ ������

LLSF ������ ������ ������ ������

LLLF ������ ������ ������ ������

RHSS ������ ������ ������ ������

RHSF ������ ������ ������ ������

RHLF ������ ������ ������ ������

RLSS ������ ������ ������ ������

RLSF ������ ������ ������ ������

RLLF ������ ������ ������ ������

The slope and intercept from this �t was used to renormalize the number of IFGs in the

spectra�

weight	i
 �
nifgs	i


slope � glitch rate	i
 � intercept
	�


The net e�ect of this renormalization is to redistribute the weight within and to decrease

the total variance in the data set� This occurs because the decrease in variance of the low

glitch rate data more than o�sets the increase in variance of the high glitch rate data� The

total decrease in variance is ����

The good IFGs in the coadd group are coadded by� determining the weight for each IFG�

calculating the sum over the coadd group of each IFG multiplied by its weight� and

dividing by the sum of the weights� The primary template and� if appropriate� a multiple

of the secondary template formed by averaging the individual factors used in secondary

template subtraction are added back to this result to form the �coadd��

The engineering and attitude data associated with the IFGs are coadded in the same

manner as the IFG itself� Each coadd is thus accompanied by mean instrument voltages�
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temperatures� etc�� and a mean sky position� Note that this quantity need not be at the

nominal pixel center�

Because there was relatively little low frequency data in the SF scan mode taken during

the mission� it proved impossible to create a calibration model for it alone 	Section �
� A

scheme was devised to combine �decimated� calibration coadds for low frequency SF data

with �truncated� ones for low frequency LF data to permit the computation of a

calibration model that could be applied to both� At this point in its processing� FIL

creates both calibration and sky coadds for these two new modes� which are given the

designations �FS� for decimated SF and �FL� for truncated LF� The truncated FL coadds

are simply the �rst ��� points of the ��� point LF coadds� The decimated FS coadds are

generated using the following algorithm� discard the �rst three points of the SF coadd� for

points � to ��� of the FS coadd� take the next four points of the SF� add them together�

and divide by four� point ��� of the FS is set to point ��� of the SF�

To remove the e�ects of internal defocussing of the instrument at the extrema of the MTM

sweep� a fourthorder polynomial baseline is �tted to the coadd using a least squares �t

and subtracted 	see Section ��� for details of the baseline function
� Last� the transient

response from the onboard digital �lters is subtracted from the �rst ��� points of the coadd

using a least squares �t 	as was previously done for each of the individual IFGs�


Because so little LS scan mode data was taken during the mission� no calibration model

exists for it� Thus� of the original �� possible channel�scan mode combinations and of the

four new low channel�FS or FL scan modes� FIL creates data sets for LHSS� LHSF� LHLF�

LLSS� LLFS� LLFL� LLLF� RHSS� RHSF� RHLF� RLSS� RLFS� RLFL� and RLLF� The

project data release includes the timeordered coadded calibration interferograms and the

pixelordered coadded sky interferograms for each of these channels and scan modes�

The FITS binary and extension headers for these data products are given in Appendix G�

they include the names and descriptions of each of the data �elds of these data sets�


